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Extensive studies of cosmic ray tracks and cosmic ray spallation 
products in lunar rocks and in sail samples, exposed on the lunar surface 
have led to the delineation of time scales involved in their residence in 
surface strata af different thicknesses(1, 2). A suite of residence times 
can be defined depending on the nuclear effect studied and the manner in 
which the data a r e  analysed; f ~ r  example a detailed depth analysis of 
track-densities can yield the residence time of a lunar sample whilst it 
was shielded by different amounts of matter - a condition arising from 
either burial and / or fragmentation(l,3). The complex irradiation 
history of a grain leads to a statistical distribution of nuclear effects which 
in principle should allow one to decipher the erosion/fragmentation/ 
cratering rates on different size scales - - l o 5  cms (4-7). 

Attempts so far to characterise gross features of irradiation have 
been fairly successful towards deducing approximate time scales, for the 
irradiation of rocks on the lunar surface; and for their burial upto depths 
of the order of one meter; and for exposure ages of soil layers before 
being blanketted by new layers (Additionally, these studies have also per- 
mitted one to deduce prehistoric cosmic ray intensities. ) 

However, several features of the experimental data on cosmic ray 
effects in the various Apollo samples cannot yet be easily understood. The 
following features observed for lunar samples a re  of particular interest : 

(i) For lunar grains of size 50-100 microns, the median value of track 
density in their central regions is about 5 x l o 7  cm-2. There is an evi- 
dence for an "excess" in the frequency of grains of track densities around 
- l o 7  and 5 x l o 7  cm-2 and about 10% of the grains have track densities 
of > 5 x lo8, cme2 (4,5, 8). 

(ii) Cosmic ray exposure ages of rocks during their dwell within depths 
of -- 1 m are  usually in excess of 75 m. y. and smaller than 500 m. y. Rake 
samples and small rocks have exposure times of- 200 - 500 m.y., and 
larger rocks have smaller exposure ages -75 - 150 m. y. (9). 

The above observations refer to nuclear effects which primarily occur 
when a sample is either exposed on the lunar surface or  is buried upto 1 m 
depth in the regslith, involve detailed understanding of the erosion/ 
fragmentation/cratering process as  mentioned earlier. Moreover, if 
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these observations can be understood in a proper theoretical framework, 
it woula be possible to lay down the basic features of the cosmic setting 
when the meteorites derived their solar wind gases and cosmic ray track 
densities, and how they got brecciated. The irradiation pattern outlined 
above for the lunar samples is markedly different from that observed for 
meteorites which makes a simultaneous detailed study of the lunar and 
meteoritic samples very interesting; recent attempts to do this have 
already proved very rewarding(l0, 7). 

In this paper we discuss previous data and present new experimental 
data on track densities in grains as  a function of their size. A theoretical 
treatment of the data which supplement recent Monte-Carlo calculations 
of Arnold(l1) and Duraud et al. (12) point to the necessity of invoking 
shorter term episodes for unshielded (free space or on the surface of a 
parent body) irradiation as  well as  the shielded irradiation (depths C 1 m); 
the time scale indicated for the whole episode is  10 m.y. or less in 
contrast to the case of the moon where the time scale for irradiation of 
the top meter is about 500 m. y. Consequent to the early irradiation, the 
meteoritic material must have been stored somewhere at depths exceeding 
few meters. This information is  as  yet not sufficient, however, to deter- 
mine whether asteroids or comets a re  the sites where mateoritic material 
is stored prior to its ejection and subsequent (recent) cosmic ray exposure 
before capture by the earth. 
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